
fl March 1948. Special mailing put out in commemoration of the dead pneumococci who 
once dwelt happily in Chas Burbee,BNF. A totally illegal mailing, I might add, but 
since it is financed entirely by the perpetrators, and not a cent comes from the FAPA 
treasury for it, there is not the shadow of grounds for beefing.

Corrections and emendations to the 41st. mailing. In Editor’s Crud Ept, or, if 
you prefer, Dept., for 9193pp read 193pp. Since I wrote that report I found my copy 
of Snix, and now can add its 16pp to the total, making the total 209pp..

In the 42nd (current) mailing, Three Eye was not listed, though included in the 
bundle. Ichor was listed at 13pp, and it is but 12. Postmailings, besides this one, 
were A Premonition of Disaster (which Miller claims was serious and which his side
kick Wilson claims is pure humor), Lethe, 15pp, Oracle, 17pp. (I might insert the 
fact that A Premonition... was 2pp.) Total mailing, excluding this one, 335pp.

Nev; members since posting of 42nd mailing:
63. Lloyd Alpaugh Jr., RED 44, Somerville, N J
64. Fred Hurter Jr., 79 Hudson Ave., Town of Mt. Royal, Montreal 16, Quebec,Can.
65. Moe Diner, 445 Mt.Pleasant Ave., Westmuunt, Montreal 6, Quebec, Canada

This fills up our roster. Secretary-Treasurer Ackerman reports that we have four 
people on the waiting list besides.

. DISTRESSING INFLUENCE OF AMAZING STORIES DEPT.
In a recent issue of Amazing Stories FAPA was reviewed. My name (Burbee) and 

Laney’s name were listed. Graham, who edits the fanzine review column, expected 
us to get hundreds of queries. So, evidently did Speer and his followers, report: 
Today, approximately 6 weeks after the appearance of the issue containing the review, 
Laney has received no letters and I have received two. So much for the frightening 
influx of crackpots into this sacred organization.

C B Stevenson suggested via postcard that in the listing of mags in a mailing 
the persons responsible for. the mags be listed also. This sounds like a good idea 
so I will bake it up, starting now.
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which 16 additional pages run the current mailing
up to a tentative total of 351pp.

Remember, deadline for mags for next mailing is 7 May. ----burb


